ABSTRACT
WHITE, DAVID. Simulation-based Optimization of Coal Barge Scheduling. (Under the
direction of Dr. Russell King).
In an attempt to improve the process of supplying coal by way of water to Progress Energy’s
Crystal River power plant, a simulation-based technique was developed to find the best
schedule of coal barges. The technique uses discrete event simulation principles to find the
best solution based on two criteria: minimal demurrage cost and maximal coal tons moved.
Many factors are taken into account including channel capacity, tide dependencies, weather
delays, periods of scheduled down time, and percentage of trips to each coal terminal. The
same technique is also used for long range planning in the decisions of capital allocation of
equipment, barge contracts, and coal supplier contracts. A Graphical User Interface coupled
with Visual Basic .Net (VB .Net) code is used to implement the approach in a user-friendly
and maintainable environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
Progress Energy is a Fortune 250 diversified energy company supplying energy to
customers in the Carolinas and Florida. Crystal River, a Progress Energy operated power
generation facility in Florida, obtains coal both by rail and by barge. Progress Energy
contracts multiple barges to haul South American and domestic coal from two terminals
across the Gulf of Mexico to Crystal River. While rail schedules are highly inflexible,
contractual agreements with Progress Energy’s barge suppliers give Progress Energy
flexibility to decide when and where each barge should load coal. At the onset of this
study, Progress Energy’s coal terminals were located in Mobile, Alabama and New
Orleans, Louisiana (IMT) as seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Map of Gulf of Mexico labeled with coal loading terminals (IMT and
Mobile) and coal offloading dock (Crystal River).

Due to physical space/capacity/channel limitations, barges queue when another barge
is loading or unloading material at the same dock. At coal facilities, barge companies
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allot Progress Energy “free time” to load or unload. When delays cause the loading or
unloading time to exceed the free time, the barge company charges Progress Energy an
hourly fee, known as demurrage. Demurrage rates vary across the barge companies with
which Progress Energy contracts, however they are in the range of $600 to $700 per hour.
Controlling demurrage is one of the key reasons for this study. Prior to this project,
Progress Energy used a manual, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet-based process for barge
scheduling and demurrage cost estimation.

1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of this research is to develop an automated computer-based tool with a
simulation-based best-results-finding component capable of generating barge route
schedules. The schedules generated by this tool should minimize Progress Energy’s
demurrage cost while maximizing coal dropped at Crystal River over a short time
horizon, such as 30 days. A second component of the research is long-range planning
functionality for Progress Energy to get ballpark figures for demurrage dollars or coal
tons dropped over some longer time horizon, such as 12-24 months. As part of the
planning functionality, the tool should allow the user to add or remove barges and docks
and to manipulate the times associated with each activity. The planning aspect of the
simulation assists in making business decisions relating to capital projects and the
number of barges to contract. The model should take into account tides, scheduled barge
outages, scheduled dock outages, and weather delays. The tool should have reporting
capabilities and include the ability to save specific scenarios for later use. Several key
features of the coal barge problem complicate the model. Described in more detail
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below, rock backhauling, channel capacity, tide dependency, and windows of opportunity
all make the solution challenging.
1.2.1.1 Rock Backhauling
The same barges that Progress Energy uses for supplying coal are used by another
company to backhaul limestone, henceforth referred to as rock, out of Crystal River. The
rock gets dropped at a terminal in Mobile, Alabama. Progress Energy receives certain
contract discounts by allowing the barges to haul rock instead of running a dedicated coal
only route. If required, one or more barges may haul only coal to best serve Progress
Energy’s needs. Figure 1.2 shows the possible barge routes created by rock hauling.

Figure 1.2: Possible barge routes
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1.2.1.2 Channel Capacity
A fifteen mile-long channel, shown in Figure 1.3, is the sole ingress and egress for
barges at the Crystal River facility. The figure shows only approximately one mile of the
channel; buoys mark the channel for another fourteen miles out into the Gulf of Mexico.
The width of the channel allows for one way traffic at any given time. Therefore, if a
barge is in the channel traveling toward Crystal River, no barge may leave Crystal River
until the first barge completes channel navigation.

Figure 1.3: Zoomed Map of Crystal River showing channel and dock locations.

Similarly, no barge may use the channel for ingress until an exiting barge completes
channel navigation. Two barges may use the channel for ingress simultaneously or
egress simultaneously. Figure 1.4 provides an aerial view of the dock area within the
Crystal River facility. Although it may be hard to see from the distance, the space within
Crystal River allows for a maximum of two barges at any time. Because Crystal River is
also a nuclear facility, the intake for water to cool the reactor would be blocked if more
than two barges were in the Crystal River docking area. There is space for one barge to
dock at the coal dock and one barge to dock at the rock dock. The semi-circle of water at
the bottom of the figure shows the area for barges to turn around within the channel.
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Figure 1.4: Aerial photo of Crystal River facility.
If two barges are within the Crystal River complex, each barge may be engaged in
one of four activities: unloading coal, waiting to unload coal, loading rock, or waiting to
load rock. However, no more than one barge may be unloading coal at any time or
loading rock at any time.
1.2.1.3 Tide Dependency
Tide is a complicating factor with ingress and egress via the channel. Each barge
entering Crystal River must do so on a rising tide as does each barge exiting that is laden
with rock. Any barge that does not backhaul rock to Mobile may use the channel for
egress regardless of the tide since the barge is not weighed down with rock. Barges may
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begin channel navigation only during a window of time around high tides. At a certain
point before high tide, no barge may begin navigation due to the risk of the barge
bottoming out and becoming stuck and/or causing damage to the barge or the channel.
On average, only two high tide cycles occur during a 24-hour period, so tide is one of the
most limiting constraints within this problem.
1.2.1.4 Windows of Opportunity
Because of coal supplies and agreements with certain terminals, there may be periods
of time when a barge cannot visit certain coal loading terminals. As a general rule, these
windows of time are known in advance, but they do impact the schedule of barges. If a
barge arrives at that terminal during one of these down periods, the barge cannot load
coal and instead must wait. During the waiting time, demurrage will add up very quickly,
so it is highly undesirable for a barge to arrive at a terminal while it is down.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The coal barge problem involves the movement of goods from supplier to customer.
The barges in the system correlate to vehicles in vehicle routing problems (VRPs).
Traditional VRPs involve a fleet of vehicles moving material from a supplier to
customers or the reverse. Much research has been done in this area to try to optimize the
vehicle routes by applying various algorithms. As the application here is based on a
specific problem, nothing has been written that covers all of the facets of this particular
problem. While certain similarities exist between the Coal Barge scheduling problem
and the vehicle routing problems presented below, several key differences exist that make
this problem unique. Milk runs, port scheduling, and barge line scheduling were
considered in this literature review.

2.1 Milk Runs
Most of the barges in the coal barge system pickup rock and later drop rock between
coal loadings. It is the multiple stops at different locations that link the coal barge
problem to the idea of milk runs. Milk runs are set routes that suppliers or customers use
to visit multiple customers or suppliers on a regular basis. The milk run transportation
network shares vehicles among either suppliers or customers, since any individual order
cannot fill a full truck (Du, Wang and Lu, 2006). These problems can have the added
complexity of time constraints. That is, there is a window of time when the vehicle must
arrive to load or unload and there is a penalty for missing the window. Milk runs are
useful when the distance between the multiple locations that a vehicle visits is short so
the route time is somewhat regular and stable.
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Many algorithms exist for routing vehicles for milk runs, including adaptations from
Vehicle Routing Problems and stochastic methods (Du, Wang and Lu, 2006). While
being able to solve the coal barge scheduling problem using these pre-existing algorithms
would be helpful, enough differences exist between these milk run problems and the
problem at hand to make that infeasible. First, while milk runs involve relatively short
trips along fairly stable routes, the tide constraint here increases variability of the barge
flow. In direct contrast to milk runs, where there may be some flexibility in the order in
which the vehicle visits each stop, the coal barge scenario calls for a specific order for the
stops. There is no flexibility in the route save the choice between the coal terminals. The
algorithms devised to solve milk run problems are not equipped to deal with choosing
one stop and leaving another stop out.

2.2 Port Scheduling
A second method investigated for solving the coal barge scheduling problem was Port
Scheduling because of the inclusion of docks and barges in the system. In their paper, “A
Hierarchical Expert System for Integrated Scheduling of Ship Berthing, Discharging and
Material Transport,” Min Soo Suh and Yung Jae Lee (1998) describe an approach to
scheduling multiple barges to berth at a port over a finite time horizon. The focus of this
research was a single port with multiple berths scheduling multiple barges. The coal
barge problem is quite different in that the bigger picture of the network of docks and
barges is the focus rather than scheduling at a single port.
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2.3 Barge Line Scheduling
In 1958, two researchers conducted a Monte-Carlo simulation to predict the number
of barge loads per year that could result for a company operating barges along the Ohio
and Mississippi River. These researchers, O’Brian and Crane were trying to figure the
number of tugs needed to pull the barges. There were some similarities in the two
problems, however with the improved technology that exists fifty years after the previous
barge line scheduling gives way for a much more complex model to be developed here.

2.4 Literature Conclusion
The coal barge scheduling problem is unlike what has been written about port
scheduling, milk runs, or previous barge line scheduling. In a similar manner to the barge
line scheduling research, a simulation may be the best way to schedule these barges, yet a
custom solution is required given the many constraints of this unique system.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The approach taken in this problem is to simulate the coal replenishment process with
a model and identify the best results out of a series of trials.

3.1 Best Solution
Optimization is a word used frequently to describe achieving the best results of a
system. True optimization means that the absolute minimum or maximum can be found
with certainty. Several methods exist for optimizing systems, such as algorithms, linear
and non-linear analysis, and Markov decision processes. Achieving true optimization
using any of these techniques requires developing complex mathematical models and
understanding and making many simplifying assumptions. For the coal barge scheduling
problem at hand, these theoretical optimization techniques become computationally
intractable even for small versions of the problem. Instead, a simulation-based approach
was used that finds the best solution out of many trials and returns a barge schedule
capable of achieving results that should give us an approximation of the optimal.

3.2 Simulation
Simulation was used here because it is a powerful tool that allows one to study
complex systems without oversimplifying the assumptions. It involves understanding the
system and then creating a set of assumptions and approximations that closely parallel the
actual physical qualities of the system. Out of thousands of simulation replications, it is
hoped that a schedule approaching to the optimal can be identified. Simulation does not
guarantee that a true optimum is reached. However, by running a large number of
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replications, the best value returned by the simulation should approach the optimal if the
assumptions are valid.

3.3 General Approach
In a mostly deterministic way, the various steps that the barges go through in the coal
procurement process are simulated. Each time a barge needs to load coal, a random
component is introduced and a decision is made as to which of the coal terminals the
barge should go to load. This decision process is comparable to flipping a coin and
sending the barge to one coal terminal if the coin lands on heads and sending it to the
other coal terminal if the coin lands on tails. When a barge hauls both coal and rock, the
decision is made after the barge unloads rock, as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Coal procurement cycle for barges hauling coal and rock.

Alternately, when a barge hauls only coal, the decision where to send the barge to load
happens after it completes unloading, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Coal procurement cycle for barges hauling only coal.

The coal and rock loading/unloading process is simulated for a finite time horizon
many different times with a different randomization component each time. At the end of
each replication, key performance metrics are captured and compared against the set of
metrics that is best so far. If the key performance metrics for a randomization pattern are
better than the previously held best, they replace the previous best as the values to beat.
Each replication starts at the same simulated starting time under the same starting
conditions, but a different randomization pattern is introduced that produces different
results for each replication. By repeating this process thousands of times, the best result
found becomes the schedule to use to get the best results out of the real system.
The two key performance metrics for which the best values are sought are demurrage
dollars and tons of coal dropped. Before simulation begins, one of these key performance
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metrics must be identified as the target metric for the simulation run. For each
randomization pattern, the simulation returns a pair of metric values that correspond to
that randomization pattern. The values returned by the simulation as the best will
correspond to the best value of the targeted metric. The value for the non-targeted metric
will be the value that corresponds to the schedule that produced the best result of the
targeted key performance metric.

3.3.1 Key Performance Indicator - Demurrage
The first key performance metric tracked is the demurrage expenditure, in dollars,
incurred by Progress Energy for barges waiting to load or unload coal. Each time a barge
waits at a dock to begin processing, demurrage charges accrue by the hour. Barges also
get charged demurrage if it takes longer to load or unload than the “free time” contracted.
Demurrage costs are calculated by multiplying the hourly demurrage rate by the number
of hours a barge spends waiting to load or unload or the number of hours by which a
barge exceeds its “free time”.

3.3.2 Key Performance Indicator - Coal Dropped
The second key performance metric tracked is tons of coal offloaded during the
simulation period. Tons of coal dropped is calculated by adding the barge’s coal capacity
to a running total of tons dropped each time a barge finishes unloading coal.

3.4 Implementation Approach
The implementation is a discrete-event stochastic simulation using Visual Basic .Net
to handle a large number of replications in a short time. Discrete events trigger other
events at separated points in time. While much of the simulation used in this study is
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deterministic, the decision where to send the barges to load coal, which greatly impacts
the outcome, is stochastic.
The problem is divided into two distinct parts which act independently, yet rely on
one another: The Engine and the Graphical User Interface. The Engine is the physical
system model and best-results-finding algorithm. In the Engine, the barge, dock, and
channel objects are developed to mimic the real life barges, docks, and the channel in the
Crystal River system. Also in the Engine is the best-results-finding process, which
involves running each replication of the simulation, checking the key performance
metrics against the best result so far, and ultimately finding the best result out of all of the
replications. The model objects in the Visual Basic implementation employ properties
and algorithms to act much like the real life objects they represent. The objects rely on
data provided about the performance of the actual system, including travel times, process
times, weather delay percentages, barge information, dock information, and tide data.
Data is kept in flat text files and XML files for long term storage and is stored in various
arrays and variables while the program is open. A key assumption in the implementation
is coal terminals always have enough coal on hand to completely fill a barge. Therefore,
barges never travel unless they are fully loaded to their capacity. This is a safe
assumption because this is a rule of the real system with very rare exception.
The second part of the implementation, the Graphical User Interface, acts as the userfriendly platform allowing the user to make changes to assumptions, start the best-resultsfinding process, and view the results. Figure 3.3 shows a graphical representation of how
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the pieces fit together in this implementation. Both parts of the implementation will be
described in greater detail in subsequent sections.

Figure 3.3: The implementation, shown graphically.
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Chapter 4

Engine Details

As previously mentioned, the implementation uses a collection of cooperating objects
to model the coal procurement process. Three kinds of objects represent the three most
important parts of the problem: the Barge object, the Dock object, and the Channel
object. These three objects interact with each other in the simulation in the same way
they do in the physical system.

4.1 Barge Object
The Barge object is designed to represent the coal barges that Progress Energy uses
to move coal and rock.

4.1.1 Barge Object Properties
The Barge object requires a large number of properties to store information about
each barge as the simulation progresses. Each barge has a unique text-based name,
which allows it to be identified. Each barge also has a unique numerical index, which
is the way that the simulation identifies it. A comprehensive list of the properties on the
Barge object is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Barge Properties
Name

Docks

NumberCoalDrops

Simulator

SummerCapacity

WinterCapacity

DemurrageRate

LastAction

CoalOnly

OneCoalOnlyDock

ChannelTime

Destination

InChannel

InDemurrage

Frequencies

RockUnloadingDock

CoalUnloadingDock

RockLoadingDock

CoalLoadingDock

Location

TonsDropped

StartupAction

StartupOriginationDock

StartupDestinationDock

StartupTime

StartupInChannel

StartupQueuePosition

DemurrageStartTime

CycleTimeDate

CycleTimePauseStart

CycleTimePauseStop

AverageCycleTime

Exclude

BargeLog

OutageTimeStartList

OutageTimeEndList

ReEntryDockList

ReEntryHourList

OutageNumber

Log

OutOfService

ReEntryTime

StartOutOfService

WeatherDelays

LoadedTonnage

Because of the ability a barge has to load coal at multiple terminals, each barge
has a frequency expression that controls the ratio of visits to each coal loading terminal.
Upon initialization of the barge, the FrequencyExpression is created,
TonsDropped is set to zero, NumberCoalDrops is set to zero, InDemurrage is
set to false, CycleTime is reset, DemurrageStartTime is set to zero, and
AverageCycleTime is set to zero. This is done to be sure that no false information
exists in any of the properties or variables.
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4.1.2 Barge Object Routines (Methods)
The Barge object handles several of the events in the simulation: the unloading and
loading processes, barge travel, going out of service, returning from out of service, and
calculating demurrage for exceeding free time.
4.1.2.1 Loading and Unloading
The Barge object controls the process of a barge loading or unloading material using
the Process method. This procedure finds the number of hours that the barge needs to
process and adds to the event calendar an event of completion at the dock where the
barge is processing. The number of hours each barge requires to process is set by the
user before the simulation ever runs and this information is stored in an array. The
Barge object accesses the information by calling the GetProcessTime method and
indicating the index of the barge and the index of the dock at which the barge is
processing.
4.1.2.2 Barge Travel
The Barge object handles all aspects of barge travel, including determining the
destination, retrieving the time required for the trip, and scheduling the arrival at the
destination. The Travel method calls the GetDestination function to determine
where the barge should go, based on the barge’s last action. Unless the destination
is a coal terminal, this function returns the one and only dock to which the barge can
travel. If the destination is a coal terminal, randomization is used with the frequency
expression to return one of the multiple coal terminals.
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Once the destination is determined, the Travel method checks the destination to see
if it has a scheduled outage for the time when the barge would arrive. If there is a
scheduled outage upon the Barge object’s arrival, the Travel method tries a number of
times to send the barge to a different dock that handles the action and material the
barge needs. When there are multiple docks that serve the same purpose, as is the
case with coal loading terminals, this method routes the barge to a dock that is
available if another dock is in an outage. However, if there is only one dock that
handles the Barge object’s need, the Travel method eventually has to route the
Barge object to that dock even though the barge cannot begin loading or unloading
until the dock reopens.
Once the Travel method determines the Dock to which the barge needs to
travel, it next determines the travel time, in hours. The GetTravelTime function
returns the number of hours needed to travel between the two origination dock and the
destination dock. When weather delays are included in the travel time, the
Gettraveltime function increases the normal travel time by the weather delay factor
for the month in which the barge will be traveling. Once destination and the travel time
are found, an arrival event at the destination dock is scheduled for the barge .
4.1.2.3 Out of service
The Barge object handles both a barge going out of service and returning from out
of service. At all of the scheduled times on the event calendar for a barge to go out of
service, the GoOutOfService method sets the Barge object’s OutOfService
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property to true. In case the barge is in the middle of processing when the call for it to
go out of service occurs, the barge will not just stop processing and go out of service at
that exact time. The barge will continue its usual cycle until it completes dropping
whatever material it is currently carrying. At that time, a method on the Dock object will
send the barge out of service. With each instance of a barge going out of service, the
barge gets scheduled to come back into service. The ReturnFromOutOfService
method on the Barge object sets the OutOfService property on the barge to false,
finds the hours required to travel to the re-entry dock, and schedules the barge’s
arrival at the re-entry dock.

4.2 Dock Object
The Dock object is designed to replicate the various docks in the coal procurement
process. The Dock object has a queue that holds barges that cannot load or unload
until another barge finishes loading or unloading. The queue releases barges on a
first-in, first-out basis when an event occurs that frees the dock to serve a barge.

4.2.1 Dock Object Properties
Just like the Barge object, the Dock object has both a Name property for
identification purposes and a unique Index property, which the simulation recognizes.
The Dock object has significantly fewer properties than the Barge object. These
properties are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Dock Properties.
Name

Busy

Channel

Simulator

Material

Available

StartUpAvailable

Index

DockDemurrageLog

BargeInProcess

Log

TurnArounds

PercentUsage

DockArrivalLog

DownTimeStartList

DownTimeEndList

FreeHours

Editable

Terminal

4.2.2 Dock Object Routines (Methods)
The Dock object handles many important events in the simulation: barge arrivals,
barge process completions, and barges leaving the dock.
4.2.2.1 Barge Arrivals
The Dock object handles arrivals of barges at the dock. There are two types of
arrivals that can occur: a soft arrival and an actual arrival. A soft arrival occurs at docks
that have a channel before the barge has navigated the channel. Because the
channel requires the correct tide level and has a capacity, the Dock object passes soft
arrivals to the Arrive method on the Channel object. Actual arrivals happen at
docks without channels and at docks with channels after the barge has
navigated the channel.
For actual arrivals, dock status is checked to see if it is busy servicing another
barge. If the dock is busy, the barge is added to the queue of barges waiting for
the dock and the demurrage clock starts if the dock is one that charges demurrage. If
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the dock is not busy, the Process method is called. If the barge arrives at the
coal unloading dock, the barge’s cycle time is calculated and recorded. The
cycle time is the number of hours that have passed since the last arrival at the coal
unloading dock.

4.2.2.2 Completion
When the barge begins processing, the Barge object schedules a completion
event on the Dock object. When the completion event occurs, the process time is
compared against the amount of free time allotted for that barge at that dock. If the
actual process time was greater than the free time, demurrage is charged for the overage.
The dock’s queue is checked to see if any barges are waiting for service. If another
barge is waiting, the barge gets released from the queue and gets scheduled to begin
processing after two hours, which accounts for the time required first barge moving
away from the dock and the waiting barge moving into place. The barge just
released from the queue gets its InDemurrage property set to false. Then the number
of tons dropped or loaded gets incremented on the Dock object and the Simulator
object depending on the type of dock and the material the completed barge carried.
4.2.2.3 Leave
At the end of the Completion method, the Leave method is called. The Leave
method first checks to see if the barge is supposed to be out of service. If the barge is
supposed to be out of service and the barge’s last action was dropping rock or coal,
then the Exit method of the Channel object is called if the barge is in the channel
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or a ReturnFromOutOfService event is scheduled for the barge if the barge is
not in the channel.

4.2.3 Dock Inheritors
Two additional objects inherit dock characteristics yet have additional properties
that relate to the specific type of dock they represent: the Loading Dock object and
the Unloading Dock object. Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of the
relationship between the Dock object and its two inheritors.

Figure 4.1: Relationship between Dock object, Unloading Dock object, and
Loading Dock object
4.2.3.1 Loading Dock Object
The unique part of the Loading Dock object is information about frequency of use
which is used in conjunction with the randomization scheme to direct barges to
multiple coal loading docks. The Loading Dock object also overrides the Dock
object’s Leave method. When a barge leaves a loading dock, the overridden
Leave method sets the barge’s last action property to LoadedCoal or
LoadedRock depending on the material the unloading dock services.
4.2.3.2 Unloading Dock Object
Just as does the Loading Dock object, the Unloading Dock object overrides
the Dock object’s Leave method. When a barge leaves an unloading dock, the
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overridden Leave method sets the barge’s last action to UnloadedCoal or
UnloadedRock depending on the material the unloading dock services.

4.3 Channel Object
The Channel object simulates the 15 mile channel that exists between the Gulf of
Mexico and the Crystal River Power Plant. The main purpose for the Channel object is
to mimic the tide dependency of the real system by controlling the ability for barges to
navigate in and out of the Crystal River docks.

4.3.1 Channel Properties
Like the previously described objects, the Channel object has several key properties
that allow the model to replicate the actual channel. These are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Channel Properties
Simulator

Direction

NeglectTides

BargeCount

NumberEntering

NumberExiting

TerminalChannel

NavigablePeriodLength

4.3.2 Channel Queues
Like the dock object, the Channel object has queues that hold barges. The
difference on the channel object is that more than one queue is needed. An
EntryQueue and an ExitQueue are needed to handle barges waiting to get into
Crystal River and barges waiting to exit Crystal River. Barges that arrive at the Gulf
of Mexico side of the channel and cannot immediately move into the channel
because of tide or capacity get held in the EntryQueue. A barge gets added to the
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ExitQueue when it has completed processing at the rock loading dock (or coal
unloading dock if it is a coal only barge) yet cannot immediately navigate through
the channel due to tide or an incoming barge. Barges are released from the queue
that they are in on a first-in, first-out basis when an event occurs that allows them to
navigate the channel.

4.3.3 Channel Routines (Methods)
4.3.3.1 Tide Controls
With a list of high tides obtained from a file, the Channel object controls the
windows of time when barges may begin navigation of the channel. Starting with
the first high tide occurring after the simulated period start date, the Channel object
schedules windows of time for the channel to be navigable. The list of high tides is the
estimated highest point on the tide, depicted in Figure 4.2 as the black dots on the peaks
of the tide chart.

Figure 4.2: Tide chart.
The Channel object only controls barges beginning to enter or exit Crystal River.
Once the barge starts through the channel during a high tide cycle, the channel
closing does not affect the barge’s already-in-process trip. However, once the
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channel closes, no other barge may begin entering or exiting until the next tide
window opens for the channel.
The Channel object needs to know how many hours ahead of the high tide time the
channel may allow barges to begin entering or exiting. It also must know how long
to keep the channel open for a barge to begin entering and exiting. Figure 4.3 is a
graphical representation of the time windows associated with the tides. In the figure, the
black line left of the high tide point is the start of the window being open for barges to
begin navigation, in this case, two hours. The window remains open through the period
shown in the darker-gray, in this case, two hours.

Figure 4.3: Tide chart with open windows shown.

Each time the window opens, a CloseWindow event is scheduled on the event
calendar to close the window the set number of hours after it opens. A barge arriving at
the channel in the darker-gray period shown in Figure 4.3 may begin navigation if all
other channel parameters allow for navigation. Barges arriving in the lighter-gray
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period shown in Figure 4.3 must wait for the next window to open before they may begin
navigation.
4.3.3.2 Arrivals at Channel
The Channel object handles the arrival of barges to docks with a channel.
Upon a barge arriving at the channel, the Channel object checks the status of the
tides, the capacity of the channel, and the direction of travel for any barge currently
navigating the channel. If the tide window is open, the channel is not at capacity,
and no barge is using the channel to exit, the barge can immediately begin
navigating the channel. However, if any of those conditions are not met, the barge
goes into the channel’s EntryQueue. Demurrage begins if the reason for the entry
delay is due to a full channel or another barge using the channel to exit.
Demurrage is not charged if the only reason for the entry delay is the tide level.
4.3.3.3 Leaving Channel
When a barge completes processing at a dock with a channel, the dock first
calls the Channel object’s Exit method. This method checks the conditions of the
channel and calls the ScheduleLeave method if the barge can begin leaving.
The ScheduleLeave method schedules a Leave event on the event calendar with a
delay of the number of hours required to navigate the channel. Once the
ScheduleLeave method is called, the barge begins exiting the channel. When the
Leave event occurs, the barge has completed exiting the channel. The Leave method
tells the barge to travel to its destination dock. If some condition of the channel
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doesn’t allow the barge to leave immediately, the barge goes into the channel’s
ExitQueue. Figure 4.4 below shows a graphical representation of the process a
barge goes through exiting the channel. In the figure, the geographic location at the
left of the figure represents where the barge is theoretically located during each of the
steps.

Figure 4.4: Flow chart of barge exiting the channel.
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4.4 Simulation Architecture
Without a simulation library, there would be no means by which to simulate the coal
barge system. A generic simulation library created by Telford (2007) is the base for this
implementation1.
The simulation library has an event calendar and the procedures to execute the
simulation. The functionality of the generic simulation is extended to the specific coal
barge problem through the properties on the CrystalRiverSimulator object,
which are listed in Table 4.4. The CrystalRiverSimulator object requires a
seed and a StartDate to initialize. The seed is an integer value which, through the
Random class generates a list of random numbers for the coal terminal decision. The
Random class uses the Knuth Subtractive Random Number Generator algorithm (1981).
Table 4.4: CrystalRiverSimulator object Properties.
TotalTonsDropped

TotalDemurrage

TerminalDemurrage

NonTerminalDemurrage

TotalTurnArounds

StartDate

Winter

GoalIsDemurrage

IncludeWeatherDelays

Cycle Time

MultipleDownTimes

Threshold

CoalLoadingDocks

CoalLoadingDockFrequency

RunLength

NumberReplications

SummerStartDate

WinterStartDate

HoursBeforeHighTide

Random

1

The author would like to thank Mr. Telford for his effort in helping to develop the architecture of this
implementation and his continuous assistance with code related questions.
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4.5 Best-Results-Finding Procedure
Our best-results-finding procedure is controlled by functions within the Sim object.
The RunReplication function handles each individual replication of the simulated
period. The Run function uses the results of each of those replications to identify the
best. Then, all of the details of that best replication are captured using the
DisplayResultsOfSingleReplication function. Figure 4.5 shows a graphical
representation of the relationship between the best-results-finding functions.

Figure 4.5: Relationship of the best-results-finding function.

4.5.1 The Run Function
The first of the three functions for best-results-finding process is the Run function.
This function controls running multiple replications of the simulated period and saving
key information about the best one. The Run function is passed parameters that provide
information about how the function should operate. Table 4.5 below lists these
parameters.
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Table 4.5: Parameters passed into the Run function.
Number of replications to run
Number of days to run each replication
Simulation goal criterion to evaluate
Season to use at the onset of each replication
Inclusion of weather delays
Simulation start date
Channel
List of barges
List of docks
List of coal loading docks
Relaxation of frequency constraints
Date of summer season start
Date of winter season start
Hours prior to high tide that channel becomes navigable

The Run function returns information as a CRSimOutput object, which acts as a
log of information obtained during the best-results-finding procedure. Within the Run
function, a number of local variables track information as the procedure moves through
each replication of the simulation. An integer property named Best stores the seed for a
replication whose results are better than the previous best results. A double named
MinDemurrage stores the lowest demurrage result. A double named MaxTons stores
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the maximum tons dropped. An array of size ten stores the top ten seeds including the
best of all.
The Run function begins by initializing the channel with the all of the high tides
occurring after the start date by calling a method from the Utilities class. Next, the
Run function resets and clears all of the recording variables and logs to ensure the
subsequent information relates only to this run of the algorithm. Because information is
captured relating to the specific month and year of the simulation, a class exists for
storing such data. A list of this MonthInformation object with the number of entries
equaling the number of months between the start date and end date of the simulation is
used to capture the information. In the event a simulation spans multiple years, the next
bit of code assigns the correct year to each instance of MonthInformation in the list.
In the last preliminary step, the frequency information, which specifies the percentage of
trips each coal loading dock should receive, is loaded into the function.
Parts of the best-results-finding algorithm are different depending on which
simulation goal criterion is in place, so at this point the algorithm diverges in one of two
directions, one relating to minimizing demurrage and the other relating to maximizing
coal delivered. As the loop continues through the RunReplication function the
number of times as specified by the number of replications to complete, the demurrage
cost or the tons dropped for each replication is compared against the previous best. If
MinimizeDemurrage is the simulation goal criterion, then total demurrage returned
for each replication is the value compared and lowest value saved. Alternately, when
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MaximizeTons is the simulation goal criterion, total tons delivered in each replication
is the value compared and higher value saved.
Regardless of the simulation goal criterion, before a result is saved as the best so far,
the frequency setting is checked to determine if it is within plus or minus five percent of
the specified value. In addition to saving the very best result, the nine results that are
closest to the best are also saved. Once the replications that were to be done are finished
running, the best value has been attained as well as the seed that produced that best result.

4.5.2 The RunReplication Function
As the name implies, this code controls what happens during each replication of the
simulation. No best-results-finding code exists with the RunReplication function.
Multiple parameters are specified for this function and they are listed in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Parameters of the RunReplication function.
NumberOfDays

Seed

StartDate

SimulationGoalCriterion

Channel

List (of Docks)

List (of Barges)

Season

Everything that happens in a replication must be scheduled through the
CrystalRiverSimulator object, which houses the event calendar. The very first
thing done in the RunReplication function is to dimension a new instance of the
CrystalRiverSimulator object, passing into it the seed and StartDate. Its
properties are then set depending on the other parameters that were passed into the
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RunReplication function. The Channel object, each of the Dock objects, and
each of the Barge objects are added to the CyrstalRiverSimulator. The
instance of the CrystalRiverSimulator object must be assigned to be each of
those objects’ Simulator. This step is crucial to ensure that all of the objects work
together as they should. The properties for each of the objects just added to the
CrystalRiverSimulator are reset to zero-out any residual information left over
from previous replications.
Next, with the summer start date and winter start date information, season changes
are scheduled on the event calendar. Dock outage dates and times are added to the
schedule along with the corresponding dates and times that the dock becomes available.
The same is done for each barge outage.
Startup conditions for each barge are set by dividing the process into two stages. A
series of if statements and loops are used to schedule each barge on the event calendar
and set the properties of each depending on the initial setup information stored as
properties on the barge. If a barge started in transit, the schedule on the event
calendar is an arrival at the destination dock. If a barge started in process, the schedule
on the event calendar is a completion at the origination dock. Barges that are waiting
are added to the queue corresponding to the dock at which they are waiting. The
material barge is carrying, loading, or unloading is then set based on the starting
condition and location of each barge.
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When the initialization is complete, the code tells the CrystalRiverSimulator
to run for a time span equaling the number of days passed into the code as a parameter.
At this point, the event calendar is initialized with starting events that will occur and
trigger other events. The pattern of an event occurring and triggering another event
continues until the CyrstalRiverSimulator runs the replication for the specified
number of days.

4.5.3 The DisplayResultsOfSingleReplication function
With thousands of replications, storing all information about each one through the
entire simulation is out of the question due to the massive amount of data. As the
simulation moves through each replication, only the demurrage value, the tons dropped
value, and the seed for the best replication so far get stored. To get all the details about a
specific the replication, the DisplayResultsOfSingleReplication function is
used to go back and capture the useful information and package it in an easy to use
format.
4.5.3.1 The Log Object
The Log object is a very simple string builder used to capture important bits and
pieces of the simulation that are useful for later scrutinization. The only three parts that
make up the Log object are the WriteLine method, the Clear method, and the
ToString method. The WriteLine method creates a line of useful information of
text that frames the information in a context that will make sense when read. The
WriteLine method creates a separate line in the log for each entry so to keep the data
from jumbling together in one massive concatenation. Later, the ToString method
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displays the lines in a user-readable format. The Clear method clears the log to ensure
no cross contamination of data stored in the logs.
4.5.3.2 Logging Best Replication
A series of logs are embedded in the code at all times to capture information at the
time in the simulation that events occur. Table 4.6 below lists the logs used in the
implementation.
Table 4.6: Logs used to capture information
EveryActionLog

DemurrageLog

SummaryLog

DecisionLog

BargeScheduleLog

CycleTimesLog

ChannelEntryQueueLog

ChannelExitQueueLog

DockArrivalLog

The EveryActionLog captures every event in the replication. The
DemurrageLog writes information about each instance of demurrage. The
SummaryLog writes information about the best results and the average results over all
replications. The BargeScheduleLog records events occurring to each barge
individually. The DockArrivalLog records arrivals, process starts, process
completions, and barge departures at each dock individually. The
ChannelEntryQueueLog records barges added to and barges removed from the
ChannelEntryQueue. Similarly, the ChannelExitQueue records the same
information but for the ChannelExitQueue. The CycleTimesLog records the
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average cycle time for each barge and the overall average cycle time across all
barges over the replication.
All of these logs are in place to capture information during the whole simulation,
but get bypassed during the best-results-finding process because the RecordLogs
property is initially set to false. Before the replication that produced the best results is rerun, the RecordLogs property is set to true. The best replication is then re-run by
passing its Seed into the RunReplication function. This time through, the logs
record their information. These logs are made available to the Graphical User Interface
to display the information contained within.

4.6 Data Storage and Retrieval
The utilities object handles all interaction between the Dock objects, Barge objects,
Channel objects, and the text files in which data is stored for the long term. The
Utilities object has several functions that read information from XML files and flat
text files.

4.6.1 High Tides
The GetHighTides function looks at the flat text file, “tides.txt,” and creates a list
of all of the high tide events that occur after the starting date for the simulated period.
This list is stored on the Channel object while the program is open.

4.6.2 XML data retrieval
A single XML file stores information about the simulation for storage when the
program is closed. A series of functions on the Utilities object systematically
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reviews each line of the XML document, creates instances of Dock and Barge objects
in accordance with the XML document, and passes to those objects their properties,
which are also stored on the XML document.

4.6.3 XML data saving
The Utilities object also houses a series of functions which do the exact opposite
of the functions discussed in XML data retrieval. When the program is closed and/or
when the user decides to save a case, these XML saving functions take many pieces of
data from the Dock objects, the Barge objects, and other simulation information and
store it in XML format for later use.

4.6.4 Name to Object Conversion
Both the Barge object and the Dock object have Name properties. When data is
stored in the XML files, the object’s Name is the unique property that distinguishes one
object from another. The simulation code must refer to the actual object, not just its
Name. To bridge the gap between the storage XML files and the “live” objects in the
simulation, two functions take the Barge or Dock object’s name as a string and link it
to the correct Barge or Dock object.
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Chapter 5

Graphical User Interface

The complexity of the best-results-finding algorithm makes it difficult for a user to
operate the capabilities of the simulation without the assistance of a graphical user
interface. The purpose of the graphical user interface is to enable a user to easily
manipulate and control the myriad functions of the program without any computer
coding.
A number of forms comprise the Graphical User Interface, however the MainForm is
the central form with which all other forms interact. The MainForm is what the user
sees when the program opens. Eight tabs on the Main Form isolate different aspects of
the program and are listed in Table 5.1 Figure 5.1 shows the tabs as they appear on the
MainForm.

Table 5.1: Tabs included in the Graphical User Interface.
Barges

Docks

Simulation Parameters

Results

Schedules

Demurrage Results

Monthly Totals

Queues

Figure 5.1: Tabs as they appear on the MainForm.
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Of the eight tabs, three are for the user to update parameters of the model and the
remaining five tabs display results of the simulation. To get a clearer understanding of
each tab, the purpose of each is described in greater detail in the subsequent sections.

5.1 Barges Tab
The Barges tab allows the user to interact with the barges already existing in the
system. Figure 5.2 shows the Barges tab.

Figure 5.2: The Barges tab.
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5.1.1 Simulated Period Barge Starting Information
The first function of the Barges tab provides the medium by which barge start-up
information, which the engine will use to schedule the initial events in the simulation, can
be changed . A series of drop down boxes and check boxes are displayed in a
BargeControl object that exists for each barge loaded into the system, as shown in
Figure 5.3 below.

Figure 5.3: Close-up view of two BargeControl objects on the MainForm.

It is through these inputs that a user specifies where a barge is located and what the
barge is doing at the onset of the simulation period. The user first specifies the starting
activity of each barge, which may be processing, in-transit, or waiting. Next the user
specifies the origination dock and the destination dock. The origination dock is
the dock from which the barge last departed if the barge is in transit or the dock at
which the barge is now stationed if the barge is processing or waiting. The
destination dock is the dock to which the barge is traveling if the barge is in
transit, or the dock at which the barge is stationed if the barge is processing or
waiting. In the case of a barge waiting or processing, the origination dock and
the destination dock will be the same.
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To initialize the first events in each replication of the simulation, the user must
specify the estimated arrival time of each barge that is in transit and the estimated
completion time for each barge that is processing. The barge companies send daily
updates that give Progress Energy these estimated arrival and completion times, which
are useful for short horizon simulations. For longer horizon simulations aimed at
planning, the user will determine these dates and times based on reasonable past
experiences.
Next the user specifies if the barge is in the channel at the start of the simulation
using a check box. This must be specified explicitly because of the interaction of tides
for channel navigation. Another check box on the control allows the user to specify
that a barge hauls only coal. Such a barge will not visit any of the rock docks. Also
on the BargeControl object is an option to force a barge to only visit one of the
coal terminals.

5.1.2 Advanced Features
5.1.2.1 Exclusion of Barge
A check in the “Exclude” checkbox excludes the barge from consideration in a
simulation. It allows a user to specify that one or more of the barges not be included in
a simulation without deleting the barge altogether from the system. Once a barge
gets deleted, the only way to re-create the barge is to set up a new barge with the
deleted barge’s parameters. The exclude feature is best utilized in long range planning
because it allows the user to see expected coal output with various numbers of barges.
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5.1.2.2 Barge Removal
A user may delete a barge altogether by clicking the “Remove” button on the
control corresponding to the barge which they intend to remove. Because of the
finality of a removal, as a safety precaution when the user clicks the ”Remove” button, a
message box will appear asking the user to confirm their choice to remove the barge.
An example of the message box is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.4: The Barge Removal confirmation box.

5.1.2.3 Scheduling Periods of Barge Unavailability
When the user clicks the “Schedule Outages” button, the Multiple Barge Outages
form opens that allows the user to specify multiple periods of barge unavailability.
Figure 5.5 below shows this form.

Figure 5.5: Multiple Barge Outages form.
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When the form opens, any previously scheduled outages will appear in the window.
Instances can be deleted by clicking the gray area to the left of the line and then pressing
the delete button on the keyboard. All instances may be deleted by clicking the “Reset
Instances” button located to the right. For each new outage that the user wants to
schedule, the user clicks the “Add Instance" button. For each instance, the user assigns
the beginning date and time of the scheduled outage and the ending date and time for the
outage. The dock to which the barge will travel when it is available again must be
specified. Finally, the number of hours required to reach the re-entry dock must be
specified so the arrival at the re-entry dock can be scheduled. When all instances have
been added all, clicking the “Save” button saves all of the outages. Selecting a different
barge from the drop down menu at the top of the form brings up outages for that
barge. Once all outages for all barges have been scheduled, the user closes the
Multiple Barge Outages form and returns to the MainForm.
5.1.2.4 Editing Barge Parameters
The user may edit barge parameters by clicking the “Edit” button on the
BargeControl for the barge they want to edit. A click of this button brings up a
new Edit Barge Information form to facilitate the editing. Figure 5.6 below shows this
form.
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Figure 5.6: The Edit Barge Information form.

Once the Edit Barge Information form opens, the user can alter the barge’s
name, its summer or winter coal capacity, its demurrage rate, its channel navigation time,
and the weather delay for each month of the year. The drop down menu at the top of the
form allows the user to move between barges if multiple barges require editing.
From this form, the user can navigate to the form that facilitates process times editing and
the form that facilitates travel times editing. A user can also reach the times editing
forms from the “Barges” menu of the toolbar located on the MainForm.
5.1.2.5 Editing Process Times
When the user clicks the “Process Times” button on the Edit Barge Information
form, a form opens allowing the user to change the process time and free time for each
process the barge does. Figure 5.7 below shows the Edit Process Times form.
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Figure 5.7: The Edit Process Times form.

“Process Time” here is the number of hours required by the barge to complete the
process at the dock specified on the left. The process is unloading or loading rock or
coal. “Free Time” is the number of hours that the barge may use to load or unload coal
without any demurrage charges. Because rock is not a Progress Energy commodity, free
time does not factor for loading or unloading rock. Each barge may have a unique
process time and free time at each dock. When applicable, a user may click the “Edit
All” checkbox to edit all barges simultaneously. This feature saves the user from
specifying the same value for multiple barges individually.
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5.1.2.6 Editing Travel Times
Just as with the process times, a specialized form opens for editing travel times when
a user clicks the “Travel Times” button from the Edit Barge Information form. Figure
5.8 below shows the Edit Travel Times form.

Figure 5.8: The Edit Travel Times form.

A matrix of docks on the Edit Travel Times form is the way the user specifies
travel times for each barge between the various docks. Entries in the matrix represent
the number of hours required to travel between the origination dock on the left and
the destination dock on the top. Not every combination of origination dock
and destination dock can be obtained in this system, so the matrix is not
symmetric. Unattainable routes have a Zero value for the number of hours required to
travel the route. Barge speed does vary by barge, so the option to edit all barges
simultaneously does not exist for travel times as it does for process times.
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5.2 Docks Tab
The Docks tab allows the user to make changes to the docks. Figure 5.8 shows the
Docks tab.

Figure 5.9: The Docks tab.

5.2.1 Scheduling Periods of Dock Unavailability
Just as barges have periods when they will be unavailable for scheduled
maintenance, docks too, may have pre-determined periods of time when they must close
for various reasons. To accommodate that need, these periods must be specified before
the simulation runs. When a user clicks on the “Schedule Outages” button on the
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DockControl object, a form opens which facilitates the down time entries. Figure
5.10 shows this Multiple Dock Down Times form.

Figure 5.10: The Multiple Dock Down Times form.

5.2.2 Editing Dock Properties
A separate DockControl object exists for each dock loaded into the system.
During the normal operation of the program, all of the dock properties are frozen on the
form so they can not be inadvertently altered. If a need arises to edit a dock, the user
clicks on the “Edit” button, which allows the user to alter previously frozen properties.
Figure 5.11 shows a DockControl object in its editable state.

Figure 5.11: A DockControl object in edit mode.
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In this editable state, the user can edit the dock Name by clicking in the “Dock
Name” textbox. The user can change the dock type between Unloading Dock and
Loading Dock. The user can also change the dock’s material to coal or rock,
specify that the dock has a channel, and specify if the dock is a terminal. When all
edits are done, the user clicks the “Complete” button, which freezes the properties again.
The need to edit these properties is highly unlikely, but the option to edit does exist. The
most common editing feature used would be the Dock’s Name property.

5.3 Simulation Parameters Tab
The Simulation Parameters tab is used prior to every run of the simulation. It is on
this tab where a user sets up the simulated period, chooses the simulation goal criterion,
manages the seasonality of the simulated period, manages channel navigation,
manages weather delays, and assigns coal terminal usage proportions. Figure 5.12 shows
the Simulation Parameters tab.
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Figure 5.12: The Simulation Parameters tab.

5.3.1 Simulated Period Setup
For any simulation, both the start of the simulated period and the length of each
replication of the simulated period must be known. In the “Setup Simulation Period”
group box, the user specifies the date and time that the simulated period will begin. It is
vital that the simulated period begin at the same time or prior to any scheduled barge
event, as specified on the Barges tab. The user specifies the simulated period length, in
days, from the starting date. This is the time horizon over which each replication of the
simulation will extend. Finally, the user specifies the number of replications through
which the simulation should cycle in trying to identify the best key performance metrics.
Figure 5.13 shows a close-up view of the “Setup Simulated Period” setup interaction box.
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Figure 5.13: The “Setup Simulated Period” interaction box.

5.3.2 Best Value Criteria
As previously mentioned, there are two key performance metrics whose best values
can be targeted as the goal of the simulation. A set of radio buttons exists on the tab
corresponding to the two metrics, also known as the simulation goal criteria, from which
the user may choose. Figure 5.14 shows the radio buttons that are part of the “Choose
Simulation Goal Criterion” interaction box.
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Figure 5.14: The “Choose Simulation Goal Criterion” interaction box.

5.3.3 Manage Seasonality
The season of the year impacts the simulation, so the user can specify the transition
dates for the two seasons included in the model. Radio buttons allow the user to specify
which season the system is in at the start of the simulated period. Two dropdown menus
allow the user to specify the starting date for the summer season and the starting date for
the winter season. Figure 5.15 shows a close-up of the “Manage Seasonality” interaction
box.
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Figure 5.15: The “Manage Seasonality” interaction box

5.3.4 Tide Management
The channel is dependent on tide information. The “Tide Management”
interaction box lets the user make changes to how the tide affects the navigability of the
channel. The first textbox sets the number of hours before each high tide that a
barge could begin to navigate the channel. The second textbox sets up the window
of time during each tide cycle that the channel is available for a barge to begin
navigation. A checkbox allows the user to tell the system to disregard tides altogether. A
close-up of the “Tide Management” interaction box is shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: “Tide Management” interaction box.

5.3.5

Manage Weather Delays

Using weather delays is an all-or-nothing proposition. A check box in the “Manage
Weather Delays” interaction box is the on-off switch for using weather delays in a
simulation. When the checkbox is checked, weather delays will be applied to the travel
times. When the checkbox is not checked, the travel times will be just as specified on the
Edit Travel Times form. A user may edit the weather delays by clicking the “Edit
Weather Delays” button. This will bring up the Edit Barge Information form, which
was previously described in section 5.1.2.4. A close-up of the “Manage Weather Delays”
interaction box can be seen in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: The Manage Weather Delays interaction box.

5.3.6 Coal Terminal Use Proportion
Due to contractual agreements between Progress Energy and the coal terminals at
which they obtain coal, it may be necessary to visit one coal terminal more or less
frequently than another. A non-symmetric terminal visit-frequency can be created by
assigning the terminals different weights. When terminals have equal weights, they get
equal consideration for visits. When their weights are different, the proportion of time
barges visit a terminal is equal to the weight assigned to the terminal divided by the
sum of all the weights at all the terminals. For example, when IMT has a weight of four
and Mobile has a weight of one, barges will visit IMT approximately 80% of the time
and Mobile 20% of the time.
The simulation will only save key performance metrics for replications that match
these proportions with a margin of error of plus or minus five percent. The user can
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specify that the simulation pick the absolute best results regardless of these proportions
by checking the “Relax Frequency Constraint” checkbox. A view of the “Assign Coal
Terminal Usage Proportion” interaction box is shown in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: The “Assign Coal Terminal Usage Proportion” interaction box.

5.4 Results Tab
To run a simulation is futile if the user cannot easily see the results that the simulation
produces. The Results tab is the first of several tabs that show different pieces of the
results at varying levels of detail. The Results tab shows the most general level of
information out of all of the tabs that display results. Figure 5.19 shows the Results tab.
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Figure 5.19: The Results tab.

5.4.1 Simulation Summary
The “Simulation Summary” window on the Results tab gives very high level results
for the best simulation run and across the entire set of replications. The first information
displayed is the starting date and time for the simulated period. Next the seed that
produced the best results is displayed. The next information shown is the tons dropped
and the demurrage dollars resulting from the best run of the simulation. Total demurrage
dollar value is then split into its two components: demurrage occurring at a terminal and
demurrage occurring at docks other than a terminal.
The last portion of the window shows statistics about the entire set of replications of
the simulated period. Here, the average demurrage cost over all simulation replications
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and the average tons of coal dropped gets displayed. Also, the maximum demurrage
resulting from any of the replications and the minimum tons of coal dropped is shown.
These averages and alternate minimum and maximum values give Progress Energy some
indication of what is possible over the simulated period if events do not play out to the
best results. Figure 5.20 below shows the “Simulation Summary” display window.

Figure 5.20: The “Simulation Summary” display window.
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5.4.2 Cycle Times Summary
In a window below the “Simulation Summary” window, information is displayed
about the cycle times of the various barges during the simulated period. Cycle time is
calculated from each arrival at the coal unloading dock. Over the replication, each
cycle time value is tracked for each barge. At the end of the replication, the average
cycle time is calculated for each barge as is the average cycle time across all barges.
A close up view of the “Cycle Times Summary” display window is shown in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21: The “Cycle Times Summary” display window.

5.4.3 Coal Terminal Usage Statistics
Recall from the discussion on the Simulation Parameters tab that the proportion of
visits barges should make to the coal terminals is a user-specified parameter. On the
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Results tab, the actual percentage of visits to each barge is displayed as is the total
number of loadings at each terminal. A close up of the “Coal Terminal Usage Statistics”
display window is shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: “Coal Terminal Usage Statistics” display window.

5.4.4 Decisions Summary
The “Decisions Summary” window lists the date, time, barge, and dock for every
decision the simulation made. These correspond to decisions the user would then make
in the real system to re-create the results of the simulation in real life. Figure 5.23 shows
the “Decisions Summary” display window.
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Figure 5.23: The “Decisions Summary” display window.

5.4.5 Event Details
During a replication of a simulation, several hundred to several thousand events
occur. Each of these events is displayed in the “Event Details” window. The user can
scroll through the list of events to locate information about the details of a specific event.
This view allows the user to see all of the events that are happening at or around the same
point in time so they can see all of the factors that may be affecting the results. A closeup of the “Event Details” display window is shown below in Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: The “Event Details” display window.

5.4.6 Run Specific Iteration
Recall from the discussion about the “Simulation Summary” window that the seed of
the best simulation is displayed for the user to see. The “Run Specific Iteration” inputbox lets the user input a different seed and see the results for just that seed. The results
obtained from this will not be the best results possible. This command produces a
different randomization but uses all of the same starting parameters as the simulation that
finds the best results.
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5.5 Schedules Tab
To get a more granular level of detail about the schedules created by the simulation,
schedules can be separated by barge and by dock. On the Schedules tab, a text box
displays events occurring at each dock and a separate text box displays events occurring
to each barge. The Schedules tab is shown in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25: The Schedules tab.

5.5.1 Displaying Dock Schedule
A user selects a dock name from a drop-down box above the “Schedule by Dock”
text box. Events that happened at that dock during the simulated period are displayed in
the text box including arrivals, process starts, process completions, and barge
departures. Figure 5.26 shows a closer view of the “Schedule by Dock” window.
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Figure 5.26: Close up view of the “Schedule by Dock” window.

5.5.2 Displaying Barge Schedule
Just as with the dock schedule, the user simply selects the barge whose schedule
they would like to view. Upon selecting a barge, the text box changes to display events
pertaining to that barge. Figure 5.27 shows a closer view of the “Schedule by Barge”
window.

Figure 5.27: Close up view of the “Schedule by Barge” window.

5.6 Demurrage Results Tab
At the same granular level of detail as the Schedules tab, the Demurrage Results tab
allows the user to see each demurrage event and the monetary impact of the event.
Figure 5.28 shows the Demurrage Results tab.
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Figure 5.28: Demurrage Results tab.

The top window on the tab, as displayed in Figure 5.29, shows every demurrage event
across all barges and all docks.

Figure 5.29: Demurrage events across all barges and docks.

To dive deeper into the demurrage cost at each dock, demurrage information at each
dock is displayed. A user selects a dock from the drop down list and the demurrage
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events for that dock display in the “Demurrage Event Details by Dock” window, as
shown below in Figure 5.30.

Figure 5.30: The “Demurrage Event Details by Dock” window.

5.7 Monthly Totals Tab
Seeing aggregate performance detail by month gives Progress Energy a good level of
detail for planning purposes, especially in longer horizon models. Shown in Figure 5.31
below, the Monthly Totals tab has a window where monthly results get displayed when
the user checks the checkbox corresponding to the metric.
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Figure 5.31: Monthly Totals Tab.
Six metrics are included for the user to display: number of coal loadings over all
terminals, number of coal loadings broken out by terminal, tons of coal picked over all
terminals, tons of coal picked broken out by terminal, tons of coal dropped, and number
of rock trips made. A close up of the “Month Information Options” selection box is
displayed in Figure 5.32 below.
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Figure 5.32: Close-up view of the “Month Information Options” selection box.

5.8 Queues Tab
At times, it may be helpful to see how many barges are in the various queues at any
given time during the simulated period. It may help Progress Energy to see bottle necks
in the coal procurement process, so the Queues tab displays additions and deletions of
barges from various queues. Figure 5.33 shows a view of the Queues tab.

Figure 5.33: Queues Tab.
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On this tab, entries in the ChannelEntryQueue, the ChannelExitQueue, and
each dock’s queue are shown. The contents of the displays are the date and time a
barge gets added to the various queues and also the number of barges in the queue as
a result of that barge addition. The same information is shown for each time a barge
is removed from the various queues.

5.9 Exporting Simulation
To meet the requirements for Progress Energy to capture information about a
simulation run, Microsoft Excel is used as a tool to which information is exported for
manipulation and saving for later use. Once a simulation runs to find the best result, the
user clicks the “Export” menu located on the tool strip. Upon clicking the command, a
new form opens listing the available modules that can be exported export to Microsoft
Excel. As shown in Figure 5.34 below, the exportable modules are Summary Results,
Assumptions, Monthly Totals, Every Action Detail, Barge Schedules, and Dock
Schedules.

Figure 5.34: Export Form.
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To give maximum flexibility in retrieving only the information needed, the six
modules each act independently of each other. As few as one module, as many as all
modules, or any combination of modules can be selected for exportation. Once the
modules for exportation are selected, a simple click of the “Export” button begins the
transfer of data from the Graphical User Interface to Excel. During the exporting, a
message box informs the user that the exporting is under way. Figure 5.35 below shows
that message box.

Figure 5.35: Exporting message box.
Once the information is in Excel, graphing certain aspects of the data can be done.
Additionally, results of a simulation as well as the assumptions that created the results
can be saved. That allows a user to run multiple versions of the simulation under
different assumptions and save the results of each for easy comparison. Figure 5.36
shows a sample of the exported information in Microsoft Excel.
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Figure 5.36: Sample display of exported information in Microsoft Excel.

5.10 Help Menu
In every software application, help menus are useful tools to assist a user when using
the software. A help menu with graphics is available to answer some of the questions
that may come up while using the simulation. Html format with a common template was
used so each help page has the same format. Wherever applicable, graphics and step by
step instructions are included to help a user navigate through the many functions of the
program. With a simple click of the Help menu on the tool strip, a help window, which
has help pages that are searchable, is displayed. Figure 5.37 shows the main help page.
There are additional help pages for the user to reference.
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Figure 5.37: Help window.

Chapter 6

Example Simulation

To illustrate the use of the Crystal River Coal Barge Simulator, a sample scenario for
2008 is created to determine the expected tons of coal dropped and demurrage dollars
spent.

6.1 Scenario Setup
Five barges, Amy T, Dotto, Mickie-B, Louise, and EMI-1850 are added to the
model. The docks used in 2007 are the same ones used in this example. The docks
for this scenario are the Crystal River Coal Unloading Dock, the Crystal River Rock
Loading Dock, one rock unloading dock: Theodore, and two coal terminals: Teco, and
Mobile. Tables 6.1-6.5 detail the process time and free time for each barge at each
dock.
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Table 6.1: Process and Free Time values for Amy T.

Dock

Process Time
(Hours)
18
8
12
24
10

Amy T
Crystal River Coal Unloading
Crystal River Rock Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Free Time
(Hours)
25
0
0
15
15

Table 6.2: Process and Free Time values for Louise.

Dock

Process Time
(Hours)
18
8
12
24
10

Louise
Crystal River Coal Unloading
Crystal River Rock Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Free Time
(Hours)
25
0
0
15
15

Table 6.3: Process and Free Time values for Dotto.

Dock

Process Time
(Hours)
18
8
12
24
10

Dotto
Crystal River Coal Unloading
Crystal River Rock Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Free Time
(Hours)
25
0
0
15
15

Table 6.4: Process and Free Time values for Mickie-B.

Dock

Process Time
(Hours)
18
8
12
24
10

Mickie-B
Crystal River Coal Unloading
Crystal River Rock Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco
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Free Time
(Hours)
25
0
0
15
15

Table 6.5: Process and Free Time values for EMI-1850.

Dock

Process Time
(Hours)
18
8
12
24
10

EMI-1850
Crystal River Coal Unloading
Crystal River Rock Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Free Time
(Hours)
25
0
0
15
15

Tables 6.6-6.10 detail the travel time values for each barge.
Table 6.6: Travel Times, in hours, for Amy T.

Amy T

Destination Dock
Crystal
River
Rock
Loading

Crystal
River Coal
Unloading

Origination
Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Rock
Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Theodore

Mobile

Teco

0

2

35

35

46

2
0
35
46

0
0
0
0

35
0
0
0

35
4
0
0

46
22
0
0

Table 6.7: Travel Times, in hours, for Louise.

Louise

Destination Dock
Crystal
River Coal
Unloading

Origination
Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Rock
Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Crystal
River
Rock
Loading

Theodore

Mobile

Teco

0

2

35

35

46

2
0
35
46

0
0
0
0

35
0
0
0

35
4
0
0

46
22
0
0
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Table 6.8: Travel Times, in hours, for Dotto.

Dotto

Destination Dock
Crystal
River Coal
Unloading

Origination
Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Rock
Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Crystal
River
Rock
Loading

Theodore

Mobile

Teco

0

2

35

35

46

2
0
35
46

0
0
0
0

35
0
0
0

35
4
0
0

46
22
0
0

Table 6.9: Travel Times, in hours, for Mickie-B.

Mickie-B

Destination Dock
Crystal
River Coal
Unloading

Origination
Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Rock
Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Crystal
River
Rock
Loading

Theodore

Mobile

Teco

0

2

35

35

46

2
0
35
46

0
0
0
0

35
0
0
0

35
4
0
0

46
22
0
0

Table 6.10: Travel Times, in hours, for EMI-1850.

EMI-1850

Destination Dock
Crystal
River Coal
Unloading

Origination
Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Rock
Loading
Theodore
Mobile
Teco

Crystal
River
Rock
Loading

Theodore

Mobile

Teco

0

2

36

36

47

2
0
36
47

0
0
0
0

36
0
0
0

36
4
0
0

47
22
0
0

Recall from the previous discussion of weather delays that each barge may be
assigned unique weather delay percentages. In this scenario, four of the barges, Amy
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T, Dotto, Louise, and Mickie-B, serviced by the same barge company all have the same
weather delays as detailed in Table 6.11. The fifth barge, EMI-1850 has its own set of
weather delays as shown in Table 6.12.
Table 6.11: Weather delays for Amy T, Dotto, Louise, and Mickie-B.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Delay
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.09
0.09

Table 6.12: Weather delays for EMI-1850.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Delay
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06

In this scenario, a standard three hour navigation time is assumed for the channel
for all barges. Other barge properties are shown in Table 6.13.
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Table 6.13: Additional barge properties.
Coal Capacity
(tons)
Amy T
Louise
Dotto
Mickie-B
EMI-1850

Summer
16500
16500
16500
16500
16000

Winter
16000
16000
16000
16000
15500

Demurrage
per hour
($)
650
650
650
650
580

With all barge properties determined, the starting conditions for each barge are
assigned. No barge outages or dock outages exist in this scenario. Table 6.14 shows
the starting conditions which will begin the simulation.
Table 6.14: Starting conditions for each barge.
Barge
Name

Start-up
Action

Amy T

Processing

Louise

InTransit

Dotto

InTransit

Mickie-B

InTransit

EMI1850

Processing

Origination Dock

Destination Dock

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading

Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading
Crystal River Coal
Unloading

Start-up
ETA/ETC Time
1/1/2008 18:00
1/1/2008 22:00
1/1/2008 18:00
1/2/2008 4:00
1/2/2008 16:00

The simulated period will start on January 1, 2008 at 12:01 a.m. and will run for 365
days to plan for 2008. This starting point is in the winter season, so the starting season is
set to winter. From historical knowledge of the season shift, the starting date for the
summer season is March 1st and the starting date for the winter season is October 1st.
Because the simulated period is one year, these season transition dates will both be used
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during the simulation. A two hour period of time is assumed to be the number of hours
prior to the scheduled high tide that the channel allows barges to begin navigation.
A two hour window is also assumed once the channel opens for it to remain open for
allowing barges to begin navigation.

6.2 Scenario Results
With all of the simulation parameters set, the simulation was first run trying to
minimize demurrage, then to maximize tons dropped. The results of the simulations are
shown in the subsequent sections. The difference between the two results shows the
trade-off for maximizing demurrage.

6.2.1 Minimize Demurrage
With the simulation goal criterion set to Minimize Demurrage, the simulation
returned a demurrage result of $1,214,405.57 and a tons dropped value of 4,419,500 tons.
Of the demurrage, $315,207.00 occurred at non-terminal docks and the remaining
$899,198.57 occurred at terminals. The overall average cycle time for the five barges
was 6.71 days.

6.2.2 Maximize Tons Dropped
With the simulation goal criterion set to Minimize Demurrage, the simulation
returned a demurrage result of $1,346,587.2 and a tons dropped value of 4,436,500 tons.
Of the demurrage, $444,752.35 occurred at non-terminal docks and the remaining
$901,834.84 occurred at terminals. The overall average cycle time for the five barges
was 6.7 days.
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6.2.3 Results Comparison
When maximizing tons, the simulation returns 17,000 more tons than when it
minimized demurrage, but those 17,000 tons come at a cost of $132,181.63 in additional
demurrage.
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Chapter 7

Implementation Results

This research provided Progress Energy a time saving tool for planning over both a
short and long range time horizon. By the nature of the problem, it is difficult to replicate
the exact conditions over a period of time to directly compare the results obtained by the
simulation to the real life results. That being said, actual data from the first quarter of
2006 is compared to the results of a simulated period of the same length.

7.1 Comparison of Implementation to Actual Data
For Q1, 2006, Progress Energy paid $485,206.90 in demurrage cost. Running a
simulation of that time period returns an best demurrage cost of $436,102.70, a savings of
$49,104.11 or 10.1%. On the other hand, the average results of the simulation return a
demurrage cost of $521,626.39, so the decisions Progress Energy made on their own
volition resulted in less demurrage than could have resulted from other decisions. It is,
however, reassuring to see the results of the simulation are in the same ballpark as the
actual results. Seeing such result helps validate the model.

7.2 Program in Action
The implementation is already being used by Progress Energy as of this writing for
long range planning. Progress Energy ran a series of simulations in which they adjusted
the processing time at the Crystal River coal unloading dock time from 12 hours up to 60
hours incrementally to see the impact on demurrage and tons dropped. The graph in
Figure 7.1 shows the demurrage dollars as the hours of processing time at the Crystal
River coal unloading dock increases. Up until the hours of processing time at Crystal
River gets to 24, the demurrage increases at a relatively low rate. After the processing
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time increases above 24 hours, the demurrage increases at a much steeper rate. The
graph in Figure 7.2 shows the tons of coal dropped as the hours of processing time
increases at the Crystal River Coal Unloading dock. The tons dropped starts to decay
more rapidly as the processing time increases.
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Figure 7.1: Graph of demurrage dollars as hours of processing time at the
Crystal River coal unloading dock increases.
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Figure 7.2: Graph of tons dropped as hours of processing time at the Crystal
River coal unloading dock increases.
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